In a recent paper [ES] Ellingsrud and Stromme identified a set of generators of the Chow ring of the moduli space of stable sheaves of given rank and Chern classes on P 2 (in the case where the moduli space is smooth and projective). In this paper we formulate a part of their argument äs a general theorem about fine moduli spaces of modules over an associative algebra. This provides a more widely applicable method for showing that the Chow ring of a fine moduli space is generated by the Chern classes of appropriate universal sheaves. In particular we apply the method to verify a conjecture of larrobino and Yameogo concerning the Chow rings of the varieties G T parametrizing homogeneous ideals in fc [*,>>] with a given Hubert function. We also verify a conjecture of the first author concerning cohomology rings of moduli spaces of representations of quivers.
(i) // £e «; then Hom s (£, E} s fc, Ext£(J£, E) s T m M, and Extf (£, E) = 0 for P^2.
(ii) IfE^Fare in % then Hom s (E 9 If S is a graded algebra, then one may formulate a graded version of the theorem by replacing "module" by "graded module" throughout and using the degree-zero parts of Hom and Ext. More generally, one should be able to formulate a version of Theorem l for moduli spaces of objects in an abelian category of fc-vector spaces in any Situation where one has a suitable notion of a family of objects of the category.
Our first application of Theorem l is to the larrobino varieties G T which parametrize homogeneous ideals /c &[.*,}>] of Hubert function T.
Here T= (f 0 , t l9 ...) is a sequence of nonnegative integers such that t n = 0 for n » 0, and the points of G T correspond to those / such that im k (k[x 9 y]/I) n = t n for all n. These smooth projective varieties were originally constructed in [I] in order to study the Hubert-Samuel function stratification of the punctual Hubert scheme of a surface. They have since been studied in several papers including [G] , [IY1] , [IY2] and [Y] . The fact that these G T are fine moduli spaces was addressed formally in [Go] , Kap. 2, Lemma 4.
Having fixed the Hubert function Γ, the degree-« graded pieces of the quotient rings form a family of quotients of dimension t n of the space of binary forms of degree n. This induces a natural morphism from G T to the Grassmannian Gr(f n , n + 1) of quotient spaces. Let X, denote the pullback to G T of the universal quotient b ndle on Gr(/ n , n + 1). Our result is Theorem 2. Let G T be the larrobino variety parametrizing homogeneous ideals Ια &[Χχ] of Hubert function Γ, andlet the stf n be the universal bundles definedabove. Then:
(a) The Chern classes of the st n generate the Chow ring A*(G T ) s a Z-algebra.
(b) Numerical and rational equivalence coincide on G T . In particular, A*(G T ) is afree 1,-module.
(c) Ifk = C, then the cycle map A*(G T ) -> H * (G T , Z ) is an isomorphism. Inparticular, there is no odd-dimensional cohomology.
Parts (b) and (c) were already known because G T has a cell decomposition corresponding to the initial ideals with Hubert function T(cL [G] or [IY1] ). Nevertheless, our methods give a new proof.
Our second application is to fine moduli spaces of representations of a quiver without oriented cycles. These moduli spaces were constructed in [K] .
To fix notation, we recall that a quiver β is a directed graph, specified by a finite set of vertices (? 0 and a finite set of arrows Q 1 between the vertices together with two maps h, t: Q i -> 0 specifying the head and tail of each arrow. A representation of Q consists of vector spaces W { for each i e 0 and >linear maps <l> a '.W ta -* W ha for each a e t . A subrepresentation is a collection of subspaces W{ c W { such that (t> a (W t ' a ) c W^a for all a. The dimension vector α G N 00 of a representation (W^ φ α ) is given by a ( = To obtain a moduli space of representations of Q of dimension vector α one needs to introduce a notion of stability. Having chosen θ = (0,·) e R 00 such that £ 0^ = 0, we say i that a representation (W^,<£ a ) is 0-stable if all (proper) subrepresentations (W?) satisfŷ 0 i dim(W^) > 0. When α is an indivisible dimension vector and 0 is generic, there is a i smooth fine moduli space M Q (a, 0) of 0-stable representations of Q of dimension vector α ( [K] , Proposition 5.3). If the quiver Q has no oriented cycles, then this fine moduli space is projective ( [K] , Proposition 4.3). Note that this moduli space may actually be empty. The conditions on α and 0 which make it non-empty are more subtle (cf. [K] , Remark 4.5).
The universal representation over M Q (a, 0) consists of vector bundles % of rank a,· together with the universal morphisms. We use Theorem l to prove the following, confirming the conjecture made in Remark 5.4 of [K] .
Theorem 3. Lei Q be a quiver without oriented cycles, and M = M Q (a, 0) be a smooth projective fine moduli space ofO-stable representations ofQ of dimension vector a. Lei % be the universal bundles on M described above. Then: The outline of the paper is s follows. In the first section we prove Theorem l by adapting the method of Ellingsrud and Str0mme. In the second and third sections we apply Theorem l to prove Theorems 2 and 3. In the fourth section we explain how Theorem l may be used to prove Ellingsrud and Stromme's original result for sheaves on P 2 .
Proof of the main theorem
In this section we prove Theorem l by adapting a method of Ellingsrud and Str0mme.
Let δ be the class of the diagonal in A* (M χ M), and let p 1 and p 2 denote the projections from MX M onto its two factors. We will adapt the methods of [ES] , §2 to show that δ can be written s a polynomial in the Chern classes of the p*(&ij) and the /?£ (^l 7 ). The theorem will then follow from the following result, which Ellingsrud and Str0mme describe s "a well-known observation on varieties with decomposable diagonal class": Theorem 4 ([ES], Theorem 2.1). Let X be a nonsingular complete variety. Assume that the rational equivalence class δ of the diagonal Δζ^Χ*Χ decomposes in the form
where P! andp 2 are the projection ofX*X onto its factors, and α ί? t eA*(X). Then:
(a) The a f gener ate A*(X) s a Z-module.
(b) Numerical and rational equivalence coincide on X. In particular, A*(X) is a free Z-module.
(c) Ifk = C, then the cycle map A* (X) -» H* (X, Z) is an isomorphism. In particular, there is no odd-dimensional cohomology. So we show how to write δ s a polynomial in the Chern classes of the ρ*(δ ί} ) and the p*($ij) using a method similar to [ES] , §2. where φ is a map between locally free sheaves whose degeneracy locus is exactly the diagonal. Our complex JSf* now has all the essential properties of the complex #* of [ES] , Lemma 2.4. Hence by the same argument we have
= c dimM
The formula (2) and Standard formulas for Chern classes now permit us to write δ s a polynomial in the Chern classes of the p*$ {j and the p\S vy . This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
larrobino varieties
In this section we apply the main theorem to the study of the larrobino varieties G T which parametrize homogeneous ideals in &[.*,>>] with Hubert function T. We prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let S = k [>, y] and ¥ = S ® k & GT . The fact that G T is a fine moduli space means that there is a universal sheaf of homogeneous ^-ideals «/ and a universal quotient sheaf of graded ^-modules Λ/= Sf\J. According to our construction, we have
We now wish to apply Theorem l using s/ s the universal module. To do so we need to verify the various hypotheses. But by local duality ( [S] , n° 72, Theoreme 1) we have E\tj(A,S)S ^H°(A)_ 2 = A_ 2 , which vanishes. So Exij(A, B ) 0 = 0. Finally Extf (A, B) = 0 for all p ^ 3 because S has global dimension 2. Thus the cohomological hypotheses of Theorem l are fulfilled. Now we exhibit a universal projective resolution of Λ/. Since <$/ = (f)Xi is a k Ix, y] ® 0 GT -module, multiplication by χ and y define morphisms ξ, η : <si n -> χ, + 1 . Then the universal projective resolution is° -» Θ 5 (-Λ -2 ) ®* n where the morphisms are the Standard ones Note that the sums are finite because each ^ is of rank t n which vanishes for n » 0. Finally the Hom s (S(-i), S(-j)\ are all finite-dimensional. So the remaining hypotheses of Theorem l are fulfilled.
The theorem now follows directly from Theorem l . D
Representations of quivers
In this section we prove Theorem 3 by applying the main theorem to fine moduli spaces of representations of quivers without oriented cycles. To do this, we Start with the well-established observation (cf. for example [Be] ) that representations of a quiver Q are the same s modules for the path algebra kQ. This algebra is generated over k by a set of orthogonal idempotents (e i \ i e 0 } and a further set of generators {x a \ a E j such that x a = e ha x a e ta . A left fc -module E corresponds to the representation of Q consisting of the vector spaces W { = e { E for each 1 6 0 , and the ^-linear maps φ α : W ta -> W ha giving multiplication by x a for each a e Q v The algebra kQ is always hereditary, i.e. of global dimension <|1, and is finitedimensional if and only if the quiver Q has no oriented cycles.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let S = kQ. Then the indecomposable projective S-modules are Se t for i'eg 0 , and S has the following minimal projective resolution s an S, where μ is multiplication and d(e ha ® e ta ) = x a ® e ta -e ha ® x a . We can use this resolution to calculate the derived functors of Hom s , because Hom s (E, F) = Hom Sf s (S, Hom k (E, F)) for any E and F. We immediately see that Ex4(£, F) = 0, for ι ^ 2.
To check the other cohomological conditions, we first note that, by a Standard Schur's Lemma style argument, the stability condition implies that for any two 0-stable modules E and Finally, we obtain the necessary universal projective resolution by tensoring 91 with the projective bimodule resolution of 5, giving
Se ®^>
Se ® -* ^ -> 0 .
This completes the verification of the hypotheses for Theorem l and hence the proof of Theorem 3.
Sheaves on P 2
In [ES] Ellingsrud and Str0mme proved that the Chow ring of a moduli space M of stable sheaves on P 2 of fixed rank and Chern classes is generated by the Chern classes of three bundles on M in those cases where M is smooth and projective. We show how their result can be viewed s an application of our Theorem 1.
We use notation derived from a recent paper of Le Potier [L] . Let r, c 1? χ, and m be integers such that -r < c l ^ Ο, χ ^ Ο, χ ^ r H-2c 1? and m » 0. Write n = -χ -h r + c±. We consider representations of the quiver with triple edges labelled x l9 y i9 z t and a:
n + Ci n nr + c • 3 · 3 · Θ: -(r + cjw + w (r + lcjw -2« + r -c 1 m + n with dimension vector a s marked. Those representations satisfying the Symmetrie relations x i y 2 = y^x 2 -> X i z 2 = ^1*2» and y l z 2 = z i x 2 form a closed subvariety ^s ym ( ,a) of the representation space 3t (Q, a). Let / be the two-sided ideal of kQ generated by the symmetric relations above, and let S = kQ/L For any α (resp. Θ) we say that an S-module is of dimension vector α (resp. is 0-stable) if it is so s a & -module. Then for any θ the image of ^? sym ( ,a) in the moduli space M Q (a,0) is a fine moduli space M s (a,0) of 0-stable S-modules of dimension vector a.
Le Potier has established a result ( [L] , Theoreme 3.1) which may be interpreted in this language s saying that for α and θ s marked in the diagram above, M s (oc, 0) is isomorphic to the moduli space M p2 (r, c l9 χ) of Gieseker-Maruyama stable sheaves on P 2 of rank r, determinant c l and Euler characteristic χ. The restrictions to M s (a,0) of the universal bundles % on M Q (α, Θ) may be identified with the universal bundles R 1 π # (δ ( -ι)) on M p 2 (r, c l , χ). (Note that with these conventions, the vertices of the quiver are labelled 2, l , 0 from left to right.) Lemma 2.2 of [ES] may be interpreted s saying that the Ext groups for 0-stable S-modules are isomorphic to the Ext groups for the corresponding stable sheaves on P 2 . Hence the cohomological hypotheses in our Theorem l can be verified for 0-stable S-modules by using properties of stable sheaves on P 2 .
Let e t be the images in S of the idempotents e t ofkQ corresponding to the three vertices 2, l, 0 € 0 (cf. § 3). Then the indecomposable projective S-modules are Se t . As in § 3 the minimal projective resolution of S s an S^S-bimodule yields a projective resolution of the universal S-module ^ on M s (a, 0) which is now of the form 0 -> 0 Se 0 ® % -» 0 Se^ ®<% ta^> 0 Se t (g) % -> ^ -* 0 .
relations oe i i'e o
We could therefore apply Theorem l to retrieve [ES] , Theorem 1.1.
Remark.
It is also possible to prove Theorem 2 by regarding the larrobino varieties G T s moduli spaces for representations of a quiver with relations and thus s moduli spaces for modules over a finite-dimensional non-commutative algebra. If then the algebra will be of the form R = kQ/I where Q is the quiver ·=*·=*·=*···=* · = * · 0: -+ -h + + with 2q edges x l5 j> l5 x 2 > ^2» · · · » x q > Vq> an(^ / is generated by the relations There is a clear correspondence between JR-modules of dimension vector α ( s marked) and graded k [x,x]-modules of Hubert function T. When t 0 = l and the coefficients of θ have the signs indicated above, then the 0-stable -modules correspond exactly to ^[Λ:,^]modules which are generated in degree 0, i.e. to modules isomorphic to k [x,y] 
